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Book Descriptions:

Defender Model 21006 Manual

All of our owners manuals are in pdf format and can be opened using Adobes Acrobat or some other
pdf reader. If you are unable to open or download the manual then please use the HELP link up
above for assistance. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we
don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All
Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You
can still see all customer reviews for the product. Despite some bad reviews for the system not
coming with a book and others having a hard time setting up the networking for remote viewing, I
had no problems installing the system or getting it to work. Not in the notes the system comes with a
program to automate the network setup, it worked great after I set up the port forwarding on my
router as described in their instructions. The cable length was about right for my 1200 sf house, I
ran a camera to the far end of the garage and had a few feet left over, if you have a large house or
more than 60 runs look at getting more cable though. Just like before he walked straight up my
driveway around 5 AM. This time I was ready.HOWEVER, the walked straight towards the camera I
installed and because he was wearing a light jacket the IR completely washed out his face. For over
50 feet he was face first into the camera and walked within 8 feet of the camera and still I can not
even get a decent picture to give to the police for a positive ID. To say the least I am frustrated with
the fact that I should have had a crystal clear picture but instead I have NOTHING. I wish I could
upload a picture so you could see. Additionally, in my initial review I stated that this camera system
came with additional features that I was not
expecting.http://www.amblamy.ee/upload/creative-labs-inspire-p5800-manual.xml
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Let me just say that this is the most USELESS feature that I have ever experienced in my life. I wake
up each morning with over 100 emails from 6 cameras. It captures everything BUT what it needs to.
The previously mentioned peeping tom walked on my driveway for 8 seconds and I did not get even
ONE picture of him.However if my next door neighbor sneezes at 2 AM it triggers my camera system
to activate and send me a message of a night image of some aspect of my property. With all of this
being said I want to give you one more piece of advice. After finding out that there are certain
limitations to every camera system I know more about what I would choose if I had to do it all over
again. 1 there are 2 types of camera systems. 1 activates based on actual motion and the other
activates based on a change in pixels in the camera view. The challenge with the latter is that if you
live on a busy road then every shadow from headlights is going to trigger it to record. It initiates
based on a leaf blowing, snow and rain falling, etc. Needless to say I have had to watch hours of
video showing a leaf blowing in circles near my entryway. I would absolutely pay more money to get
a motion activated system because of my proximity to the road. 2 Do not rely on the email
notification.I needed to figure out who was creeping in my windows at night and I cant because of
camera angles and distances. PLAN accordingly. 5 on that note. none of the dome cameras seems to
be wide angle lenses so they almost create a need for duplication across an area so that you can
have some distance between the camera and your target recording zone. 6 customer service is still
nice but they cant figure out how to help me fix my software so I can view it on my computer so I
have to do everything from the DVR and a TV.Sorry for all of the negative updates but it is what it is.
I wanted a whole house exterior surveillance
system.http://garantc.ru/userfiles/creative-labs-inspire-5_1-5300-manual.xml
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I read all of the reviews on about 30 different camera systems and easily felt that this was the best
bang for my buck. We needed something that has multiple viewing angles and good camera
resolution. I believe I found it all in this device. Im not going to hide it.It took advanced networking
knowledge and running cables through walls and the attic of my house. Ive never installed a system
like this before but I was confident that I could do the install. The set up process was a little more
complicated than what I was expecting. Thankfully they have an AWESOME customer service
department that helped me connect the dots. I submitted a help request on Monday and on Tuesday
before lunch I got a call from a Service Tech named Michel. He was patient and through. My system
is now set up perfectly and he showed me a few tricks for what I really wanted to do. If you purchase
this system I would absolutely suggest to watch all of the videos and read the manuals before you
even start taking things out of the package. I am so excited to continue to optimize the surveillance
system for my personal preferences and needs. I would highly suggest this camera system. Please
try again later. From the United StatesI knew an crucial event was going to take place relevant to
the safety of my son bc I am in for him with DSS attempting to show how unpredictable his mom is.
And this company let me down in a big way!Please try again later. Please try again later. My house
was burglarized and I with a similar kit from QSee I was able to get the guy convicted and hes
enjoying some time in jail right now. Since that time I have been on a quest to get better and better
cameras and have learned a lot along the way. This kit has many of the same limitation that Ive
come to expect from analog systems. The DVR has frame rate limitations on the number of channels
you can run at the D1 resolution.

Do your homework and understand that just because the cameras can do 600 lines btw, thats
nowhere near 720p 1280x720 if you look at the missing horizontal pixels doesnt mean thats the level
of quality youre recording. In order to support all 8 channels you will need to use CIF recording
which has a resolution of 360x240. If you want to bump up to the highest D1 resolution which is
720x480 then you have to either lower the framerate considerably or use fewer cameras. What you
are seeing displayed on the screen live is likely not the same level of quality you are recording at.
Which makes a huge difference if you need to use that recording to convict someone. Better yet, go
with IP cameras that can support 1920x1080 resolutions, but thats going to double your investment.
The interface, apps, and user friendliness is on par with the rest of the industry which isnt saying



much as they are all kind of unfriendly. The quality of the cameras is pretty good, but my experience
with some of these kits has meant that 1 or 2 cameras will probably crap out in a year or less. All
and all its a good starter kit which may serve all you ever need, but be aware of its limitations in
recording quality. In my case thats a deal breaker since I know how important that was during my
run in with a bad guy.Please try again later. Please try again later. DVR, cameras, connector, and
cables. Installation is relatively easy if youre comfortable climbing around your attic and running
cables. Actually running wires in the attic is simple, but you still need to run wires through the
interior walls for the dome cameras. Although the dome cameras can be mounted on the ceiling you
may need to install some vertically as well. Pick a suitable location for your DVR. A place where all 8
wires, ethernet, power, and video can hide from bad guys. Even though you have a nifty, new
surveillance system it doesnt mean you wont get broken in to.

http://forum.kife.hu/eb-cc15-manual

Hiding your DVR from the bad guys is important for future evidence. The cameras are black and
stick out like a sore thumb on lighter walls. Luckily the camera bodies are aluminum and can be
painted. The easiest way to prep your cameras is to lightly scuff them with a green scotchbrite pad.
Clean them thoroughly then mask the camera lenses. A couple of light spray can coats should do the
trick. When connecting the cameras to the wires add a couple turns of electrical tape around each
connection. Sometimes the connector tolerances arent the greatest and need a little help. Dont
believe for one second that another reviewer had this entire system installed and running in 90
minutes. Thats over 600 feet of cable being run AND 8 cameras attached to walls and ceilings.
Realistically expect a full day to properly install this system. Take another day to prep the system
and paint the cameras if needed. The HDD is 500GB and is adequate for most needs. This means
that you should set your DVR to keep the past 7 days of video and erase the rest. Unless, of course,
youre leaving for a an extended period. The cameras are decent for 600TVL, which is just below
720p HD. Realistically you can expect a 3040 night vision range in complete darkness, However if
you have motion sensing lights then you can expect a greater range of about 60 feet. Remember that
too bright of a security light can wash out your cameras at night. We use 60 watt yellow bug lights
with much success. We originally had 100 watt lights that made a persons face look like a bright
white orb with absolutely no facial recognition. The software setup is easy and posed no difficulties.
I didnt install the mobile app. When networked you can view your cameras on your smart phone and
PC. You can also save the videos you need and save them to your PC or a USB stick. I gave this
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system 3 stars because you MUST be networked to download a video file. My other system is a QSee
system.

QSee has an extra USB port on the back of the DVR. This extra USB port allows you to download a
video file directly from the DVR. The Defender DVR does NOT allow you to download a file from the
DVR. You must be connected to a network, then transfer the file from the DVR to your PC. Then you
can download it to a USB stick. For what it is, its a decent system. The price point is a bit high,
especially with a 500Gb HDD. Installation is relatively easy and software setup was fast. If you have
a home network then youll be able to use all the features. If you dont have a home network then look
for a system with a second USB port.Please try again later. Please try again later. Excellent visibility.
Let me state up front that I have never installed a security system before so I hope this information
is helpful to those who wonder how difficult it is to set up a DVR and the cameras with little previous
knowledge. Its easy to say the setup was easy and everything works, but in my case, there was a
steep learning curve. That said, the actual setup is not difficult. A onesheet quick start shows you
how to hook up the cameras and then connect the power supply and finally the cables to your DVR
and monitor. What was more problematic was deciding how to set up the system and which monitor
to usea computer or a TV. This works, but I have to switch the output with the monitor buttons so I
can go from Dsub the normal computer screen to DVI the DVR screen. I found the monitor buttons
did not easily allow the switching. I then considered buying a switch that could be changed manually
and quickly. Finally I settled on hooking the DVR to a second TV thats housed in an armoire in the
master bedroom. I can access the main menu to change input with the included remote or I can add
a manual switch that will change the input instantly. This, as I see it, is the main thing to consider
when deciding how to view the camera output.



Another solution would be to add a second monitor just for the DVR, but that takes up space. As for
setting up the cameras four dome cameras for the inside and four bullet cameras for outside they
are waterresistant but not waterproof, so you need to mount them where theyll have some
protection as in under the eaves, I have only set the outside cameras in place to set up the system.
We will install later next month when our painter finishes the exterior. For the purpose of this
review, all cameras are working and the clarity is good, both during the day and at night. I will
further tweak the system once the outdoor cameras are permanently in place. But heres what I
learned visibility is very good and under most conditions, a trespassers face could be identified.
Defender has several videos to show best areas for camera installation, a fivestep hookup guide that
didnt work for me but might for others, and a couple of guides to set up internal and external
networks. In all, I spent about four hours watching the tutorials, talking to a Defender technician
and my local electronics supplier to make sure I covered all my options. The actual camera hookup
took only minutes; running lines through the houses crawl space will be a bit more timeconsuming,
but overall, this system was easy enough to figure out for a newbie and should be simple for anyone
with a better knowledge of electronics and security systems. One negative was figuring out where
the Users Manual was located. Go to the www.defenderusa.com site and click on Support, then
Download Center. The Users Manual is a pdf file available in English or French. Despite the
difficulty of finding the manual, I give the system two thumbs up. While remote access is an added
feature of this system, since I dont have a Smartphone, its not something I can comment on in my
review. The One Step Remote Viewing software autonetworks your DVR and is a free download for
PC or Mac.

The night vision camera feature is accurate for 100 feet.Please try again later. Please try again later.
Tanzanite Gal 5.0 out of 5 stars I would suggest upon receiving the boxes, open them on a large
table or work bench spread everything out and do whatever printing you need off the computer. Call
the customer service number if necessary to ask any questions you might have and then decide
whether you want to install it yourself or have someone do it for you. We chose the latter for a
number of reasons. We have an older home and installation of the system probably took longer than
it would have on a newer home. Camera placements were a bit tricky in a couple of places and
cables had to be adjusted a bit, but when it was finished we were thrilled. There really is a feeling of
security once a system like this is installed. And, not just at night. We recently had a situation occur
in our driveway during the day. The driveway cannot be seen from the living room window or a
bedroom window and thanks to the Defender Sentinel we were able to see that our vehicles were
fine and there was no reason for us to go outside. That in itself was worth having it put in. There
might be other systems that make it super easy to read a license plate on a car in the street, but this
system lets you identify the car and that works for us. Very pleased with it and that its easy to
use.does take some getting acquainted with, though, which was expected for nontechnical
users!Please try again later. Please try again later. I really liked the clarity of the images from the
cameras and the infrared was extremely clear. I would also say the cameras seemed to be very well



made, not out of cheap plastic materials. The cameras were easy to install, but the cables that came
with it were not nearly long enough. Some of them wouldve been nicer to have longer. Would be
nice to see a variety of cable lengths, both shorter and longer.

https://www.uppld.org/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628fd10d3ca7d
---cas44-manual.pdf

Drawbacks The quick set up sheet wasnt as clear on directions as it couldve been. It was nothing
more than a picture showing the cable connections. It did take some time to understand. The manual
coming on a CD was okay, but a printed version of the manual would also have made it easier, since
my computer does not have a CD rom drive. Was disappointed to find that the ONLY way to access
the interface is through Internet Explorer. It really should be formatted to be usable for all browsers,
or at least a much wider selection. Overall, this is a good product, and would recommend.Please try
again later. Please try again later. Geek Girl 5.0 out of 5 stars I deemed the wired setups to be too
complicated for me so I first tried a wireless option. I get that they work great for certain homes, but
for mine they just did not. I actually had a break in while away for 2 weeks and the resolution was so
low that the perpetrator could not even be identified. Extremely frustrating. I was so thrilled to
receive this set after returning the other system and to my surprise, set up really wasnt difficult at
all. Im not big on drilling holes into walls to run wires, so I opted to run the wires under the edge of
the carpet and up inside the molding and it actually worked really well. The hardest part of
installation was just deciding where to put the cameras. I did want to put some outside so I ran a
cable up through my rafters and down through a vent near the back and side entry and mounted the
cameras there. Theyve been up for almost a month and endured some pretty rough weather already
and are still working great. The resolution on these cameras is amazing. I was thrilled again that the
system came with a very nice sized hard drive. When you have the system set to record only on
motion detection, this can easily last for months before needing to be cleared. I tested the motion
sensor extensively as well and it performs perfectly, even in conditions with zero light.

I was equally impressed with the quality of the night vision recordings. I walked slowly up to the
cameras in complete darkness following the IR lights on the camera starting from about 20 feet
away and I could clearly see my facial features and felt confident that anyone foolish enough to
break in a second time will surely be recognizable. The remote also makes everything so much
simpler as I dont have to dig the receiver out of hiding to switch the recording on and off. I leave it
off when Im home to avoid filling up the hard drive and I fully trust the motion sensors to record any
movement in the home when I am not there. I have paired this system with an alarm system that Ive
set up on all the windows on my home and I finally have peace of mind knowing my home is safe
when Im away. I would gladly pay twice the retail price for the relaxation Ive been able to enjoy
while traveling. Highly recommended! Remember you get what you pay for and while other systems
may be cheaper, the price will be reflected in the quality of the product. Worth every penny!Please
try again later. Please try again later. You really need to know what you are doing to run all these
wires, its almost comical the actual printed instructions included for a system of this complexity. You
do get a CD with PDF manual but that covers more the DVR software and use and not installation
and mounting the cameras, etc. Even the men in my family were daunted at the size of the task and
so I ended up having to get a professional to help with it. There are other security systems out there
which are wireless, so be sure if you go this route, that you have sufficiently planned for the sizable
amount of work involved in installing this. Otherwise, this is a very solid setup. The framerate is not
the greatest, but its sufficient for what its intended for. Time will tell how reliable the cameras will
prove to be.Please try again later. Please try again later. Peace Daddy 4.

0 out of 5 stars Upon unpacking, first impressions were that everything seemed well made and not
flimsy, which is good. Setup took a while, and I found that some of the cords werent quite as long as
Id hoped they would be, so I had to rearrange my ideal setup in favor of one that actually worked. I
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did end up getting everything set up without too many issues after that. Video quality is pretty
standard, not amazingly great but not bad either. The night vision seems to work fine. The DVR is
easy to work with and I havent had any issues with functionality. So far, everything has worked as
promised and I havent had any catastrophic issues with the cameras or DVR. That being said, if
youre in the market for an 8 camera security system, I see no reason not to recommend this
purchase.Please try again later. Please try again later. I followed as stated, but with no success.
During which time I was gently given the feeling that I must not be doing something right. He ended
up having to take over my computer and go through it all again, and he wasnt successful either.
System has Password Protection Time and date stamp display Full disc warning Auto detect video
loss alarm 500GB HDD Storage capacity Lifetime free tech support. This isnt a walk in the park, one
should realize whats involved, not only with this brand, but any hardwired system. Not to be trite,
but I want to reiterate, theres a lot of wires here to hide. Or a larger property, whereas hardwired
systems are still recommended. If you choose a hardwired system, are you willing to drill into walls.
Can you get in your attic or crawl space to run wires. Do you have a plan how to manage the wires if
you have a two story home. The cameras for this set are recommended to be from 8 to 13 above
ground level. I wouldnt think its possible to suggest an amount of time needed to install this set,
every home will be very different.

Hardwired systems really need thoroughly planned out in advance, you wont like destroying your
beautiful home. Cable Instruction Manual which is found on Software CD USB Mouse IR Remote
Controller with batteries Quick Start Guide Window Warning stickersPlease try again later. Please
try again later. Soul Searching Optional. Business Development Finding customers or clients Setting
up a business Career Development Climbing the career ladder How to profile yourself. Spiritual
Development Meditation Religion View online or download Defender DVR Instruction Manual. 12
Oct 2012 4 Jan 2018 I need to do a factory reset or find a way to reset the password. It is a Defender
4 camera system. MAC Record Player. 12 Oct 2012 We just aim to inspire personal and professional
development through providing inspirational and thought provoking information. If you require
personal or professional development advice we recommend that you contact one of the coaches or
mentors in the Amarantine Directory. Amarantine Magazine, a division of PenCraft Books Limited,
27 Old Gloucester Street, London, WC1N 3AX, UK Registered in England and Wales 10666673.
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